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Abstract— Direct current (DC) power grids are an interesting
option for buildings to connect natural DC power sources such as
photovoltaic power systems with DC loads like lighting, IT
systems as well as speed-controlled electric motors of heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning systems. The paper documents
learnings, measurements and efficiency differences of a test bed
installation with both a 230 V AC and a 380 V DC grid. Both subsystems supply LED luminaires with electricity from utility
mains and AC respectively DC grid connected photovoltaic solar
power systems. An efficiency advantage of 2 % has been
measured with the 2 kW DC grid test bed. 5 % energy savings
are described as potential.

II.

The right part of Figure 1 depicts the sub-system with a 1phase 380 V DC grid system. A 2 kW, uni-direcional central
rectifier unit controls the DC grid with energy from 230 V AC
mains. The DC grid is loaded constantly by 54 LED luminaires
of 36.7 WDC each that is a total load of 1982 W. The 54
luminaires are split into 3 groups. Each group has an own
power cable (3x 2.5 mm2) of 100 m length [8]. AC power
meter M3 records the AC power consumption of the central
rectifier [9]. The DC grid has an additional supply sourced by a
photovoltaik power system with 9 PV modules of 225 Wp each
(2015 W peak in total) and a 2 kW DC/DC converter with
maximum power point (MPP) controlls. The MPP converter
increases the PV MPP module string voltage of typical 250 V
to 380 V DC of the DC grid system. Two DC power meters
M4 and M5 monitor the DC input and output power of the
DC/DC MPP converter [10]. The solar MPP converter of the
DC grid sub-system includes a droop control function as safety
feature in addition to the normal solar MPP control loop
function. This droop control function becomes active in the
unusual case that more solar power is fed into the DC grid subsystem as it is consumed by DC loads. The droop control
function reduces the ammount of solar power fed into the DC
grid linearly when the DC bus voltage increases above 390 V
[11].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Buildings shall become more energy efficient and avoid
CO2 emissions that prohibits to use gas or oil for e.g. building
heating. Instead buildings shall collect needed energy from
buildings environment to realize a net-zero energy balance in
the course of a year [1]. These requirements will most likely
result in all-electric buildings equipped with photovoltaic solar
power systems on buildings roofs and heat-pumps for building
heating or cooling [2, 3]. Battery energy storage units can make
solar energy available at night and a utility grid access allows
an exchange of electric energy with other buildings and power
sources such as wind parks outside of cities. When analyzing
the listed electric applications of buildings readers may notice
that these are all DC operating units by nature such as solar
cells, batteries, LED lighting or by the application of electronic
controls that converts AC motors in a DC operated speed
controlled drive system. Thus modern buildings benefit from
DC power grids to realize a power exchange between DC
sources, storage and loads. To learn about such systems the
partners of the open innovation project “Direct Current
Components +Grid” (DCC+G), including Philips Research,
have realized test bed installations with 380 V DC grids and
hybrid supply from solar power systems and central AC mains
rectifiers [4, 5]. DC grids of the DCC+G partners are
characterized by a relative small service voltage range of 360 V
…400 V DC such that DC loads can be designed for a narrow
supply voltage range. Thus batteries of energy storage modules
are preferably connected to such a DC grid via DC/DC
converters. In opposite to that the standard of the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) considers a
direct grid connection of battery strings that results in a larger
DC service voltage range from 260 V to 400 V depending on
the battery charge level [6].
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EINDHOVEN OFFICE TEST BED

An office lighting test bed installation with both
230V/400V AC and 380 V DC power grids has been realized
in building 37 at the High Tech Campus (HTC) in Eindhoven
[7]. Figure 1 illustrates both sub-systems.

The left part of Figure 1 shows the sub-system with a
230V/400 V AC grid. The load consist of 18 LED luminaires
consuming 37.8 WAC each.
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Fig. 1. Lighting test bed installation with 230 V/400 V AC and 380 V DC
grids (PE coductors are not shown)
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The LED luminaiires of the AC
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Solaarworld “Sunm
module+ SW 2225 W poly” PV modules.
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in Figu
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m
at 6 AM
and switches-off iin the eveningg at 8 PM all seven
s
days a w
week.
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hat way all solar power of the
t DC grid system
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is usedd that
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not be feed intto a larger gridd as the AC solar power syystem
can do.
d The lightinng system witth the DC grid
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AC input
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DC swittches.
For general system
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III.

LEEARNINGS

A. Rectifiers
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Fig. 4.
4 Measured effiiciency curve of tthe 2 kW central rectifier prototyppe
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B. Solar Power Systems
The 2 kW solar MPP converter prototype for the DC grid
systems operates with a measured average efficiency of 97.4 %
that is similar to the average 97.7 % “European” efficiency of
the SMA solar inverter data sheet [12]. Our DC grid MPP
converter has the drawback that it operates with a PV string
voltage of 270 V DC while the SMA inverter operates with a
typically PV string voltage of 660 V DC that helps to increase
the efficiency. Thus future MPP converter designs for DC grid
systems should consider also higher PV string voltages in the
order of 600 V…1000 V as well as latest results from up to
99% efficient DC/DC converters design [14, 15].

D. System Measurements
The analysis of the measured test bed performance has the
result that the hybrid powered sub-system with the 380 V DC
grid is on average 2 % and maximum 5 % more energy
efficient than the hybrid powered sub-system with the 230 V
AC grid. The energy flow of the test bed installation has been
recorded for many time intervals that have individual durations
between 1 day and two weeks between May 2013 and March
2015. Equation (2) has been used to calculate the relative
energy consumption savings of the DC-grid sub-system
compared with the AC grid sub-system in different intervals
using measured energy data.

C. Cable Loss
Cable power losses of a 1-phase 380 V DC power system
are lower than of a 1-phase 230 V AC power system due to the
higher RMS value of the nominal voltage and consequentially
lower current stress. The test bed installation in a quite long
corridor makes use of one 100 m power cable (3x 2.5 mm2) for
each group of 18 luminaires. Equation (1) has been used to
calculate the current stress per cable sub-section. This equation
considers that electric loads behave as load with a constant
controlled power such as most LED luminaires are. Cables loss
per 18 luminaires have been calculated as 0.32 % (2.2 W) for a
luminaire group using a 380 V DC cable and 0.89 % (6.0 W)
for a luminaire group using a 230 V AC cable. Figure 5
illustrates the distribution of absolute cable loss in individual
cable sub-sections. The first cable subsection is 15 m long
starting at the automatic circuit breaker and going up to the 1st
luminaire. All further cable sub-sections are 5 m long in
between two luminaires. The maximum cable current density is
0.72 A/mm2 at the beginning of the DC cable and 1.19 A/mm2
at the beginning of the AC cable. The maximum voltage drop
at the end of a 100 m cable is 0.43 % of a DC cable and 1.2 %
of an AC cable.

I=

V1
1
−
⋅ V12 − 4 ⋅ RCable ⋅ Pload
2 ⋅ Rcable 2 ⋅ Rcable

Δp =

ΔE AC − ΔE DC 1
⋅
ΔE AC
Δt

(2)

More in detail the consumed energy of the AC grid subsystem is measured by using meters M1 and M2 in Figure 1.
The factor 54/18 of meter M2 in equation (3) considers that the
AC grid sub-system includes only 18 luminaires. The factor
9/52 of meter M1 reduces the considered AC solar power to the
number of solar panels of the DC grid sub-system. Meter M3 in
Figure 1 measures the AC input power of the DC grid central
rectifier.
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(3)

The diagram in Figure 6 shows the outcome of the analysis.
The x-axis of this diagram shows the average AC input power
of the DC grid central rectifier in a monitoring interval that is
reduced if solar power was available. The lowest recorded
average AC input power due to a high amount of solar
radiation has been measured for a 2-day period 24. - 26. April
2014.

(1)

Finally the 2 % average energy savings of the sub-system
with the DC grid are explained by 1.4 % energy savings due to
saved rectifier loss by using DC solar power in DC loads plus
0.6 % cables loss savings.
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Fig. 6. Measured relative power savings of the DC grid subsystem at the
central rectifier AC input when using the AC grid subsystem as
reference for various measurement periods

Fig. 5. Distribution of cables loss for 18 cable sub-sections
Green: 230 V AC cable, Blue: 380 V DC cable
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Automated circuit breakers are a key component for safe
DC power grids. To realize turn-off times of less than 100 ms,
as requested by standards like [20], the control modules of DC
power grids must be able to generate significant short circuit
currents. For example an ABB S280 UC automatic circuit
breaker with B-characteristic and a in Europe typical nominal
current of 16 A needs a 7-times higher current of 112 A to turnoff safe in less than 100 ms in a failure case [21]. Short circuit
currents in DC grid systems are typically controlled by
semiconductor components in e.g. central rectifiers that have
different overload capabilities than transformers of AC utility
grids. Therefore the short circuit current capability of power
electronic modules for DC power systems is seen as an import
field for future innovations.

E. LED Lighting
All modern light sources such as LED, fluorescent and high
intensity discharge (HID) lamps can be principally supplied
from 380 V DC power grids when using an electronic lamp
driver. The test bed installation of the DCC+G project at the
Fraunhofer institute IISB in Erlangen, Germany has shown that
the specific installed power of luminaires in offices could be
reduced from measured 1.8 WAC/m2/100Lux of AC mains
supplied fluorescent luminaires [16] to 0.90 WAC/m2/100Lux of
AC mains powered Philips SmartBalance LED luminaire
products [17] and 0.87 WDC/m2/100Lux of 380 V DC supplied
Philips SmartBalance LED luminaire prototypes that illustrates
nicely the efficiency advantage of LED lighting [5, 18].
IV.

OUTLOOK

Eventually pure semiconductor-based DC grid breakers can
reduce the required over-current stress to trip breakers in a
failure case compared with today’s mechanical automatic
circuit breakers [22].

DC power grids in buildings can achieve potentially a
higher efficiency advantage in the order of 5 % compared with
the measured 2 % in the Eindhoven test bed installation. Three
main building blocks are expected to contribute to this
efficiency advantage documented in Table 1 that are of interest
to analyze in future DC grid installations. First, typical rectifier
and power-factor-correction circuits are considered to operate
with an efficiency of 97 %. Up to 2/3 of these 3 % loss are
potentially saved when supplying building energy consumption
directly from DC solar power including lighting, electrical
building heating and cooling systems as well as in IT systems.
About 1/3 of a building energy consumption may still supplied
from utility AC grids that finally generates losses in rectifier
and PFC converters.

V.

380 V DC power grids in buildings can be realized with
excellent performance and safety features using available fuses,
automated circuit breakers and control functions for low
voltage DC power systems.
2 % energy savings have measured at a relative small test
bed installation with a 1-phase 380 V DC grid using a 2 kW
LED lighting installation as load and a hybrid supply from a 2
kW solar power system and a 2 kW central rectifier compared
with a benchmark sub-system that uses a 230V/400V AC
power grid. These savings are explained by reduced loss in an
AC/DC rectifier and power-factor-correction circuits due to the
use of natural DC electricity sources such as photovoltaic solar
power systems and reduced loss in power cables when
operating with 380 V DC instead of 230 V AC. It is explained
in detail that the efficiency advantage can reach 5 % at twice
the power level.

Second, the load of only 2 kW in the Eindhoven test bed
results in relative low loss in three power cables as documented
in chapter III C. The authors expect that twice the power (1.4
kW) per cable (3x 2.5 mm2) is a more typical figure in
commercial buildings. This will result in twice the cable
voltage drop and 4-times the cable loss considered in the right
column in Table 1. Additionally AC power systems have often
additional cable loss due to reactive power loads that are not
present in the AC sub-systems of the Eindhoven test bed.
Special buildings like air-ports are known to have higher cable
loss due to very long cable ducts [19].

50 % lower power consumption has been measured with a
LED lighting installation in a test bed installation of the
DCC+G project with a measured specific installed power of
0.90 WAC/m2/100Lux and 0.87 WDC/m2/100Lux of AC mains
and 380 V DC supplied LED luminaires compared with
1.8 WAC/m2/100Lux of modern AC mains supplied fluorescent
luminaires.

Third, solar system MPP converters for DC grids
potentially halve the power loss compared with 98 % efficient
solar inverters [12, 14, 15]. However, only 2/3 of that saving
potential is considered in Table 1 since it is additionally taken
into account that buildings still feed 1/3 of their annual solar
power generation into an AC utility grid in periods of the year
with very high solar radiation and to compensate for consumed
utility electricity in times with low solar radiation as discussed
above.

DC power grids in buildings with higher power levels
should also consider the used of bipolar 2-phase ±380 V DC
power grid systems to be competitive with 3-phase, 400V AC
power systems globally used and 3-phase, 480 V AC power
systems used in North America. Both 2-phase DC and 3-phase
AC grids halve cable power loss when operating with
symmetrical loads at all phases.

TABLE 1. BUILDING DC GRID EFFICIENCY ADVANTAGES
Eindhoven Test Bed

Potential
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